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ABSTRACT
Rules of behavior are fundamental to human sociality. Whether on the road, 
at the dinner table, or during a game, people monitor one another’s behavior 
for conformity to rules and may take action to rectify violations. In this study, 
we examine two ways in which rules are enforced during games: instructions 
and reminders. Building on prior research, we identify instructions as actions 
produced to rectify violations based on another’s lack of knowledge of the 
relevant rule; knowledge that the instruction is designed to impart. In con-
trast to this, the actions we refer to as reminders are designed to enforce 
rules presupposing the transgressor’s competence and treating the violation 
as the result of forgetfulness or oversight. We show that instructing and 
reminding actions differ in turn design, sequential development, the episte-
mic stances taken by transgressors and enforcers, and in how the action 
affects the progressivity of the interaction. Data are in German and Italian 
from the Parallel European Corpus of Informal Interaction (PECII).

Rules of behavior are fundamental to human sociality. Although scholars may disagree over the 
ontology and etiology of rules (Wilson, 1970), most would agree that human action is driven by rule 
following as much as it is by the pursuit of individual goals. Also, rules not only regulate but also 
sometimes constitute the very activities and behaviors they regulate (Garfinkel, 1963; Rawls, 1955; 
Searle, 1969). Rules are so central to social life—from traffic rules to table manners, from public health 
regulations to the rules of turn-taking—their existence is part of what defines human behavior (Eibl- 
Eibesfeldt, 1989).

A central concern of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis is how rules are locally applied 
and interpreted by participants (Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks, 1992). Because rules are susceptible to 
situational contingency, exceptions, and ambiguity (Kripke, 1982), even when the majority of parti-
cipants generally agree on what constitutes a given rule, they may still disagree on whether, in a 
particular instance, the rule has been respected or broken (Leach, 1964; Liberman, 2013). Even in 
games, codified rules are generally not “sufficient to cover all the problematical possibilities that may 
arise” (Garfinkel, 1963, p. 199). Also, players of a game may have different degrees of acquaintance 
with the rules, or different customs or habits in interpreting them. For all these reasons, the application 
of rules requires constant coordination among participants.

Although this process is often managed tacitly, there are times when rules are explicitly thematized 
in interaction. In this study, we are particularly interested in such events as they occur during games 
played among family members and friends. Games are a central arena for the expression of human 
sociality, including attitudes and practices surrounding fairness, reciprocity, and the management of 
deviant behavior (DiCicco-Bloom & Gibson, 2010; Ensminger & Henrich, 2014; Garfinkel, 1963). 
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Everyday games abound with sequences of interaction in which a player intervenes to enforce a rule 
that another player has violated. As such, they give us an environment in which participants 
consistently monitor one another’s behavior for conformity to rules and take action to rectify 
untoward behavior.

When a player violates a rule, an important concern for others is to judge whether the violation was 
deliberate or accidental. The deliberate violation of a rule is an occasion for sanctioning and moraliz-
ing; the accidental violation of a rule, on the other hand, is an occasion for helping another rectify his 
or her behavior and restoring the normative course of an activity. Unlike calling someone out for 
cheating or manipulating (Hofstetter & Robles, 2019), the actions taken by players to enforce rules in 
our study treat violations as accidental rather than deliberate. At the same time, these actions differ in 
whether they orient to the transgressor as someone who lacks knowledge of the relevant rule or as a 
competent player who momentarily forgot about it.

We build on previous research on how people manage unknowing violations of game rules. 
Svensson and Tekin (2021) analyzed (projectable) violations of rules of turn-taking in games of 
pétanque, focusing on actions that were “not treated as done with an intention to cheat . . . but as a 
consequence of lack of knowledge about the rules” (p. 27). Another recent study by Zinken et al. (2021) 
focused on the use of impersonal deontic statements (e.g., “It is not allowed to do X”) in the context of 
board games and found that they are “specifically used to instruct a player who is treated as having 
insufficient knowledge of the rules” (p. 2). This previous research suggests that, in different game 
contexts, players address and rectify untoward behavior that is attributable to a lack of knowledge of 
the relevant rules.

Research on epistemics shows that, not only in games but in interaction generally, people are 
sensitive to who knows what and who knows better, and to how access and rights to knowledge are 
expressed in the design of actions (Hayano, 2013; Heritage, 2012; Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Kamio, 
1994, among many others). Epistemic positioning is often operationalized as a contrast between who 
knows or knows better (K+) and who does not know or knows less (K–). But a person’s state of 
knowledge in a given domain can be more nuanced: for example, when we put it in a temporal 
perspective. Consider the process of learning to drive. In early driving lessons, teachers have to instruct 
students who have little or no idea how to perform certain actions; in later driving lessons, teachers 
may only need to remind students of procedures they are already familiar with but may occasionally 
fail to implement (Deppermann, 2018a). This research shows that the design of teachers’ instructional 
directives changes as students become increasingly more competent.

The example of driving lessons also helps to illustrate how a person’s knowledge of an activity is 
bound up with his or her agency in that activity. As a student’s familiarity with driving techniques and 
the rules of the road increases, so does his or her autonomy in composing and executing driving 
moves, as well as his or her responsibility for failing to drive properly. This is reflected in how 
instructors and students account for driving errors: Whereas a beginner’s error is typically explained 
by the instructor, an experienced student’s error may be followed by the student’s own account of what 
he or she was trying to do (Deppermann, 2018b). In the present study, we show that similar dynamics 
of agency can be found in the management of rule violations during games.1

We examine two types of action—instructions and reminders—both of which treat a co-player as 
having unknowingly or inadvertently violated a rule. At the same time, the two actions differ in 
whether the transgressor is understood as having no knowledge of the rule at all or, alternatively, as 
being knowledgeable in principle but having forgotten or overlooked the rule at that moment. We 
show that instructions and reminders differ in turn design, sequential development, the epistemic 
stances taken by transgressor and enforcer, and in how the action affects the progressivity of the 
interaction. We conclude by considering the implications these actions have for the relationship 
between participants.

1Our conceptualization of the relation between knowledge and agency, and of different elements of agency (execution, composition, 
responsibility), follows Enfield (2011), who draws on Goffman (1981) and Kockelman (2007).
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Data and methods

Our study is part of a larger project looking at the instantiation and reproduction of rules, 
norms, and morality in different languages and cultures based on data from the Parallel 
European Corpus of Informal Interaction (Kornfeld et al., 2023). The corpus consists of video 
recordings of the same types of everyday activities among speakers of English, German, 
Finnish, French, Italian, and Polish.2 Types of activities include having a meal (breakfast), 
playing (a tabletop game), and chatting (during a car trip). From this corpus, the study focuses 
on game interactions in German and Italian. Initial observations of similarities in the way 
speakers of the two languages behaved in episodes of rule enforcement led us to build a joint 
collection, following the approach of cross-linguistic “co-investigations” (Lerner & Takagi, 
1999).

We identified sequences in which a player intervenes to address an ongoing or projectable rule 
violation by another player, the structure of which can be schematized as follows:

(1) Ongoing or projectable rule violation by Participant A (the “transgressor”);
(2) Participant B (the “enforcer”) intervenes to enforce the rule;
(3) Participant A complies and/or responds to the enforcement.

Sequences of this kind give us a recurrent context in which conformity and deviance are managed by 
participants, and rules are explicitly thematized. In this context, we observe a range of actions that 
enforcers can take, the most frequent being instructions and reminders.3 These actions are responded 
to in different ways by the transgressor and are reflected in how the sequence develops after the 
enforcement.

We identified rule enforcement sequences across 21 recorded interactions for a total of about 
19 hours of data. Of these interactions, eight were among German speakers (about 8 h) and 13 were 
among Italian speakers (about 11 h). Our collection yielded a total of 50 instructions (27 German, 23 
Italian) and 75 reminders (23 German, 52 Italian).

The data were analyzed using conversation-analytic methods (Sidnell & Stivers, 2013). Transcripts 
follow GAT 2 conventions (Selting et al., 2009) as well as Mondada’s (2019) conventions for represent-
ing embodied behavior. Particles and idiomatic phrases were translated with the closest English 
expression (e.g., German achso ≈ “oh I see” Italian eh certo ≈ “well of course”). The reader should 
bear in mind that these free translations are approximations, especially where particles are identified as 
such (PTC) in the interlinear morphemic gloss.

Enforcing rules with instructions

In instruction sequences, Participant B's (the enforcer's) intervention extends beyond rectifying Participant 
A’s (the transgressor’s) behavior and involves formulating the relevant rule for him or her to learn (Zinken 
et al., 2021). Instructions are typically designed with impersonalizing and generalizing language that 
transcends the present moment. This goes hand in hand with the enforcer assuming a position of epistemic 
primacy over the rules of the game, congruent with the transgressor’s displays of epistemic subordination. 
Finally, instructions are typically produced over the course of multiple TCUs/turns and thus impact the 
progressivity of the game, which is disrupted in the service of imparting knowledge.

Extract (1) is from a game of Settlers of Catan, in which players trade resources to build settlements 
on the board. When the extract begins, Gabriel draws a “development” card, reads it, and considers it 
for a few moments (lines 1–3). He then proceeds to play it (line 4) but, as he does so, Karl intervenes 
(lines 5–6).

2Data were collected with the informed consent of participants.
3Other, less common actions that we observe in this environment are complaints and accusations of cheating. These are not part of 

the analysis here as our focus is on violations that are treated as accidental rather than deliberate.
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(1) PECII_DE_Game2_20151113 (German)

01 +(1.0)     +(2.5)     +(0.2)          + 
gab +draws card+reads card+raises eyebrows+

02 GAB: AH-
oh

03 +(1.0)              +
+looks at card again+ 

04 ah+ ich darf    +kostenlos zwei straß+en [bauen;] +
oh I’m allowed build two roads for free

+lays card down+                    +reaches for pieces+

05 KAR: [äh    ] 
uh

06 moMENT mo+mEnt=
hold on hold on 

gab +puts hand back on card-->

07 =+das kannste   +*ERST nä+chste* runde+ (.) ∆+ausspielen;=
this can.2SG=2SG.NOM first next round.NOM.SG play.out.INF
you can play that in the next round at the earliest

kar *points in GAB’s direction* 
gab +moves card----+        +drops pieces+      +picks card-->

∆gazes at KAR-->      

08 GAB: =•ach∆SO,  +
oh I see

-->back up+ 
-->∆

•raises eyebrows

09 (0.2) 

10 JUL: %JA?       
yes

%turns to KAR

11 (0.2) 

12 KAR: *ja.        
yes

*nods slightly-->

13 (0.6)*
-->*

14 *wenn du    ne KARte       hast-*=         
if  you.SG a  card.NOM.SG have.2SG.PRS 
if you have a card

*taps fingers on table----------*

15 =darfst du die erst NÄCHSte runde (0.2) ausspielen. 
may.2SG.PRS you.SG the first next round.NOM.SG play.out.INF
you may play it in the next round at the earliest
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As Gabriel proceeds to make his move (line 4), Karl interjects (äh moMENT momEnt, “uh hold on 
hold on,” lines 5–6). Gabriel responds by putting a hand back on the card he has just laid down for 
playing, initiating a retraction of the move. Then, as Karl continues to talk (line 7), Gabriel drops the 
road pieces on the table and picks the card back up, completing the retraction.

Looking more closely at Karl’s talk, after interjecting into Gabriel’s move with a first TCU (äh moMENT 
momEnt, “uh hold on hold on,” lines 5–6), prompting the move’s retraction, he goes on to produce a second 
TCU (das kannste ERST nächste runde ausspielen,  “you can play that in the next round at the earliest”). 
During this second TCU, Gabriel’s retraction is ongoing, and the personal deontic design of the statement, 
coupled with a pointing gesture in Gabriel’s direction, anchors Karl’s talk to what Gabriel has just done. At 
the same time, Gabriel’s verbal response treats Karl’s action as an instruction. By saying achSO, (“oh I see”) 
and raising his eyebrows (line 8; Dix & Groß, in press), Gabriel marks an understanding of new information 
being given to him (Golato & Betz, 2008) and displays surprise at it (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006).

The interaction continues as Julia invites expansion of the sequence with a newsmark (JA? “yes,” line 10). 
Karl responds by confirming (ja. “yes,” line 12) and then restating the rule more generally: wenn du ne 
KARte hast darfst du die erst NÄCHSte runde ausspielen. (“if you have a card you may play it in the next 
round at the earliest,” lines 14–15). The generic nature of this second formulation is reflected in a number of 
design features, including its conditional construction, the use of an indefinite reference (ne KARte, “a 
card”), and the use of generic “you” (Auer & Stukenbrock, 2018).

Consider another case, from a card game. As Rocco and Guido play their cards and complete the 
current hand (lines 1–2), Elio begins to gather the pot, claiming the hand for his team. However, 
Guido halts Elio’s move (‘pEta ‘PEta:; “wait wa:it”), reaching for the cards Elio is taking (line 4) and 
stopping him in his tracks (line 5). As Guido moves the cards from Elio’s side of the table, he goes on to 
explain that the current hand actually belongs to Elio’s opponents (che l’è NOstro quEsto. “because this 
is ours”). A moment later, Elio initiates repair (COSsa. “what”) and Guido’s teammate Rocco gets 
involved, building on Guido’s intervention to produce an instruction. 

(2) Circolo02_734707 (Italian)

01 +(2.2)     +
roc +plays cards+

02 *(1.5)     *
gui *plays cards*

03 %(1.2)
eli %begins to gather pot of cards-->

04 GUI: 'p*Eta 'PEt%a:;
wait wa:it
*reaches for cards-->

eli -->%retracts hand-->

05 che* l’è NOs%tro quEsto.                    *
because this is ours

gui -->*grabs cards, moves cards to his own side*
eli -->%

06 ROC: giù [le mAni] dal BANco;
hands off the pot

07 ELI: [COSsa. ]
what

08 ROC: [che 'l RE]:_=
because the king
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Similar to (1), the sequence here develops such that the enforcement of the rule precedes its formulation. 
First, the enforcer (Guido) stops and rectifies the transgressor’s (Elio’s) violation (lines 4–5). Then, the 
rule is formulated (lines 8–10), in this case by another participant (Rocco). We can also notice that, 
although both parts of the sequence involve the provision of accounts, the account given during the 
enforcement is specific to the present situation (“because this is ours”), whereas the subsequent account 
abstracts away from it (“because the king always trumps the knight”). Moreover, as the sequence unfolds, 
the transgressor’s behavior reflects a position of epistemic subordination. After aligning with the 
enforcement by retracting his hand (line 4), Elio first initiates repair (COSsa. “what,” line 7) and then 
produces a change-of-state token (Heritage, 1984; ↑A:H;, “↑o:h”). Note also his use of the connective 
aLOra. (“then”) in response to the instruction (line 11), indicating that his compliance follows from a 
new understanding of the situation.

It bears emphasis that, in (2) as in (1), it is the enforcer, or another player with knowledge of the 
rule, who explains the violation; no account comes from the transgressor, who instead mainly receipts 
the instruction as news. Participants thus do not treat accountability as lying with the transgressor.

In a third case, also from a card game, Clara is playing a card (en TRE:, “a three” line 1) to add to a 
combination on her teammate Silvia’s side of the table. After checking that the combination does, 
indeed, belong to their team (lines 3–4), Clara completes the move and announces that she is going to 
wait to draw a card until the next round (‘dEso speTEM a caVAR, “now we wait to draw,” line 8). In 
response, Bianca intervenes to rectify Clara’s behavior. 

(3) Circolo01_1992230 (Italian)

09 ELI: [ A:H; ]
o:h

10 ROC: =el COpa el cavAl SEMpre.
always trumps the knight

11 ELI: %TO’ aLOra.
here you go then

%plays remaining cards-->>

01   CLA: *en TRE:,
a three

*stretches arm out with card-->

02 (0.2)

03   CLA: di chi El quell LÌ;=
whose is that one

04   SIL: =+MI*o.                   +
mine
+puts hand on combination+

cla -->*hands card over to SIL-->

05 (0.4)

06   CLA: Eco*+.
there you go
-->*

sil +takes card-->>

07 (0.5)
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The target turn by Bianca (lines 10–12) has three components: an objection to Clara’s announcement 
(↑no NO? “no no”), a directive to draw a card (ti TOlo ‘l tUo; “you take yours”), and an account for it 
(≪l>che te sEi la PRIma.>, “because you are the first”).

Although Bianca’s turn is not followed by a more abstract formulation of the rule as we saw in (1) 
and (2), its design bears the marks of an instruction. First, it consists of two separate TCUs, marked by 
falling intonation at the end of the directive (line 10) and, in this particular case, also by a lower pitch 
register across the subsequent TCU (line 12). Note also that the first TCU is sufficient to change the 
course of Clara’s actions, as she begins to comply by reaching for the deck. At this point, the reason 
Bianca gives for Clara having to draw a card (“because you are the first”) extends beyond enforcing the 
rule: It presents the rule as something Clara needs to be coached in.

The continuation of Clara’s response is also consistent with an instruction. Her repetition of 
Bianca’s “no” (line 11) is prefaced by a change-of-state token (↑ah, “oh”) and accompanied by an 
eyebrow raise, indicating surprise or at least the unexpectedness of having to change course (see also 
Gabriel’s eyebrow raise in (1)).

Finally, note that, although Clara begins to comply during Bianca’s directive by reaching for the 
deck (line 10), she then pauses, holding a hand on the deck (line 12) and gazing at Bianca until she is 
done speaking (line 14). Besides showing recipiency during the instruction, Clara’s behavior here is 
indicative of the diminished agency of transgressors in instruction sequences: The execution of their 
next action is often subordinated to the enforcer’s completion of the instruction. As we will see, this 
contrasts with the agency displayed by transgressors in reminder sequences.

In sum, we have seen that instruction sequences have certain distinctive features. As Participant B 
intervenes to enforce a rule, he or she does more than halting and rectifying Participant A’s behavior: 
He or she formulates the relevant rule both to account for the intervention and to impart knowledge of 
the rule. This is often achieved through grammatical and lexical features that impersonalize and 
generalize the enforcer’s talk. The way that the enforcer halts or slows the activity to produce the 
instruction over the course of multiple TCUs/turns disrupts progressivity in favor of imparting 
knowledge. Whereas the enforcer takes a position of epistemic primacy with respect to the rule, the 
transgressor is treated as lacking knowledge of it. This diminishes the transgressor’s agency, with 
consequences for accountability: In instruction sequences, transgressors do not explicitly account for 

08   CLA: 'dEso speTEM a caVAR,
now we wait to draw

09 (0.2)

10   BIA: * no NO?     ti [TO*lo ] 'l tUo;=
no no      you take yours 

cla *gestures to BIA---*reaches for deck-->

11   CLA: Δ[ ah NΔO;]            
oh no

Δraises eyebrowsΔ

12   BIA: =<<l>*che te ∆sEi la PRI[ma.>]
because you are the first

cla -->*holds hand on deck-->
∆gazes at BIA-->

13   CLA: [e- ]
an-

14 (0.2)∆(0.1)*(0.7)     *(0.3)
cla -->∆

-->*draws card*

15   SIL: DOi i è mO.
now there’s two
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their actions, whereas enforcers explain their interventions. Participants thus orient to someone’s lack 
of knowledge as the reason and justification for the violation.

Enforcing rules with reminders

We now offer an analysis of reminding as a distinct type of action people can take to address a 
violation and enforce the relevant rule. We show that reminding actions systematically differ from 
instructions in turn design, sequential development, the epistemic relation between participants, and 
with respect to the game’s progressivity.

Consider (4), from another game of Settlers of Catan. After stepping away from the table for a moment, 
Carlina comes back and checks what has happened in the meantime (lines 1–9). She then goes on to 
announce her move (line 12) but, even before she is done speaking, Janosch intervenes to enforce a rule 
(lines 13–14). 

(4) PECII_DE_Game2_20171026 (German)

01   CAR: DU warst doch grad [dran oder,]
it was your turn right          

02   GIU: [m_ja      ]
m_yes

03 [ja ich habe NICHT(s) gemacht;]
yes I did nothing

04   CAR: [hast du DEInen zug beendet?  ]
did you finish your turn

05 (0.4) 

06 [du hast NIX ge]baut+ oder so–=
you didn’t build anything or did something else

+looks at cards-->l. 12

07   JAN: [JA;           ]
yes

08   ERI: =jaja–
yesyes

09   JAN: (sie) konnte [nix bauen;]
(she) couldn’t build anything

10   CAR: [ä:h– ]

11 (0.3) 

12 oke °h ich KANN %diesmal was ba[uen (und)   ]+
okay   I can build something this time (and)

jan %looks at CAR-->
car -->+

13   JAN: [HALT du bis-] 
hold on you ar-

14 +du  musst #erstmal +w*ü[rfeln#.]
you.SG must.2SG first roll.INF 
you have to roll first

car +looks up-----------+closes eyes/looks down-->
*taps on forehead, grabs dice-->

15   CAR: [ °h ] <<:-)>ja STIMMT;>%
yes right

jan -->%
#fig.1a #fig.1b
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As Carlina gets back into the game, she looks at her cards (starting in line 6) and then announces her intention 
to build something (line 12). Before her announcement is complete, however, Janosch intervenes to halt her 
incipient move (HALT du bis- du musst erstmal würfeln. “hold on you ar- you have to roll first,” lines 13–14).

There are several aspects of Janosch’s turn worth noting here. One is that the turn cuts into Carlina’s talk 
before she has reached a transition-relevance place: This prioritizes the rectification of Carlina’s behavior 
over the completion of her talk, conveying urgency. Another aspect is that the turn consists of a single TCU, 
with no prosodic features (e.g., sound stretching or a drop in pitch) separating the grammatical units HALT 
(“hold on”) and du bis- du musst erstmal würfeln. “you ar- you have to roll first.” Further, the turn both 
refers and is addressed to Carlina specifically. Janosch gazes at her directly and, unlike in (1), there are no 
co-occurring features suggesting that the second person du (“you”) should be understood generically here. 
Instead, the personal deontic construction (du musst erstmal würfeln. “you have to roll first”) expresses 
what Carlina ought to do here and now.

Beyond Janosch’s turn, more evidence for the distinctive nature of the action being accomplished 
here is found in Carlina’s response, displaying “just-now recollection” (Betz & Golato, 2008; Küttner, 
2018). By saying ja STIMMT; (“yes right,” line 15), she expresses a realization and at the same time 
claims independent epistemic access to what she has just been told (Betz, 2015). Also, Carlina 
accompanies this spoken turn with a symbolic gesture: a tap on the forehead while closing the eyes 
and/or looking down (Figure 1).4 This gesture further embodies Carlina’s claim of having recollected 
something already known to her, while admitting to having momentarily forgotten about it.

Note finally that, right after tapping on her forehead, Carlina immediately grabs the die to roll it, 
showing that she does not need elaboration on the rule before resuming the game.

In sum, the way that Participant B intervenes to enforce the rule here is quite different from what we saw in 
the previous section. For one thing, his action is produced within a single TCU, rather than across multiple 
TCUs or turns. Coupled with its early onset relative to A’s talk, the design of B’s turn in (4) prioritizes the 

16 %(0.4) %
eri %laughs%

17 (1.0)+*
-->+*

18   JAN: zehn. 
ten

Figure 1. Frames from (4), lines 14–15. In (1a), Carlina is looking at Janosch; in (1b), she closes her eyes and/or looks down while 
saying ja STIMMT; (“yes right”) and making a “head tap” gesture with the tips of the fingers.

4In other languages or contexts, this type of gesture may be performed by striking the forehead (a “head slap”) with the whole palm 
rather than with the tip of the fingers.
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progressivity of the game, jumping in to rectify A’s behavior without adding further explanation. As for the 
transgressor’s behavior, her immediate response is to claim independent epistemic access to what the enforcer 
has said (ja STIMMT; “yes right”), followed by swift compliance. In this particular case, the transgressor’s 
epistemic stance is strengthened by a “head tap” gesture that not only claims prior knowledge of the rule but 
also acknowledges a failure to act on it. This gesture epitomizes the distinct import that reminder sequences 
have for the transgressor’s accountability relative to the rule violation. More generally, the transgressor’s 
behavior in this case shows greater agency compared to instruction sequences: After owning up to the 
violation, she acts swiftly, without waiting for the enforcer to say more.

The next case is from a game of Monopoly, in which Enrica intervenes to remind her boyfriend 
Mattia that, after rolling the dice once (line 1), he ought to roll a second time (line 15).

(5) PECII_IT_Game_20161222_01_2395518 (Italian)

01 ALB: +guardalo com’è conTENto dov’È.
look how happy he is – where is he

mat +rolls dice-->

02 (0.2)

03 ENR: =è a fa+re che vuole st-
he’s up to like wanting st-

-->+

04 vuole fare in Δmodo che
he wants to make sure that

alb Δmoves MAT’s token-->

05 [io tipo] MUO[ia, ]
I basically die

06 MAT: [OTto; ]
eight

07 ALB: [uno d]ue tre quattro cinque 
one two three four five

08 sei sette OTto piAΔzza universiTÀ.
six seven eight university square

-->Δ

09 MAT: ah:m GI[Oia. ]
oh:m {what a} joy

10 ALB: [che è il FU][rio,]
which is Furio’s

11 FUR: [MI  ]Lle dUe;
one thousand two {hundred}

12 (0.3)

13 MAT: +tsk MILle due %[addiritTU ]ra[:s:.
one thousand two {hundred} fancy that

+counts money, places it between himself and FUR-->
enr %reaches for dice, then retracts hand-->

14   ALB: [((laughs))]

15   ENR: [e% devi ritiRA:re stronZETto_+
must-2SG throw_again-INF shit-DIM
and you have to roll again little shit

-->%
mat -->+

16 ALB: hah°

17 MAT: ah SÌ.=son +DUe.+
oh yes they are two

+....+rolls dice again-->
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As Mattia rolls an eight (two fours), Alba moves the token for him (lines 4, 8). The token lands in an 
area of the board dominated by Furio’s property, and the particular space where the token ends up 
requires Mattia to pay Furio $1,200 (line 11). After reacting somewhat surprised and possibly 
dismayed at the amount (tsk MILle due addiritTUra:s:. “one thousand two {hundred} fancy that,” 
line 13), Mattia proceeds to pay Furio: He counts the money and places it in an area of the table 
between them (lines 13–15). Meanwhile, Enrica, whose turn is after Mattia’s, begins to reach for the 
dice (line 13). Looking at the dice, however, she notices that Mattia has rolled two fours—a double— 
which means that he has to roll again.5 So she reminds him: e devi ritiRA:re stronZETto_ (“and you 
have to roll again little shit,” line 15).

Because Mattia is still in the process of paying Furio, it is unclear how Enrica is able to anticipate his 
failure to roll the dice a second time. Note, however, that just prior to her turn, she reaches for the dice, 
only to suddenly retract her hand (line 13). This suggests that she herself was not aware of Mattia’s 
double, and that she may have expected Mattia to announce it when he called out the number he rolled 
(OTto; “eight,” line 6). Regardless, Mattia’s response treats Enrica’s action as a reminder (ah SÌ.=son 
DUe. “oh yes they are two”). The turn-initial ah SÌ. (“oh yes”) contains a change-of-state token 
combined with affirmation (Betz & Golato, 2008; Seuren et al., 2016), claiming his recollection of 
something he knows independently. Moreover, his subsequent son Due (“they are two”) demonstrates 
independent access to the rule that Enrica is enforcing. While saying this, Mattia swiftly complies 
(lines 17–18) and neither he nor other players seek elaboration on the issue, thus promoting the 
progressivity of the game.

Back to the design of Enrica’s reminder, it is consistent with what we saw in the previous case: a 
single TCU with a personal deontic construction expressing what Mattia ought to do. In addition, the 
reminder includes a turn-final, expletive address term (stronZETto_, “little shit”). This address term 
accomplishes a few things. First, it emphasizes that the obligation to roll again here refers specifically 
to Mattia, in the present situation. Second, post-positioned address terms are typically implicated in 
“expressive actions” (Clayman, 2010), conveying a particular stance toward the recipient (Lerner, 
2003). This is made rather clear here by the expletive form, which can be understood in light of the 
ongoing banter and competition between the couple (see lines 1–5). Overall, Erica’s use of 
stronZETto_ (“little shit”) contributes to taunting Mattia with his failure to remember that he has to 
roll the dice again. Also, as a turn-final address term, it marks off the end of Enrica’s action and does 
not project continuation (e.g., to explain why Mattia ought to roll again).

Consider now another case in which the basic linguistic practice used for producing a reminder is 
different, but the interactional import of the action is analogous. The case is from the same game of 
Monopoly. After rolling the dice (lines 2, 4), Mattia moves his hand toward the board (line 5), 
indicating an intention to move his game piece, which is confirmed by his subsequent question 
(dov’È il mIo; “where is mine,” line 7). Alba then intervenes by pointing out that Mattia is “in jail” (line 
7). This means that he is not allowed to move his piece until he rolls a double or uses another strategy 
to get out of jail. A moment later, Alba repeats the same statement to stop Furio from moving Mattia’s 
piece on his behalf. 

18 (3.3)+(1.1)
-->+

19 MAT: °hh so:n N[Ove, ]
that’s nine

20 ENR: [NOve,]
nine

5Rolling again puts Mattia once more at risk of landing on someone else’s property; not rolling again, on the other hand, puts that 
risk off until the next turn.
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(6) PECII_IT_Game_20161222_01_2891744 (Italian)

Similar to (4) and (5), the transgressor’s response here aligns with the enforcer’s reminder by 
claiming independent knowledge of the state of play while abandoning the rule-infringing move. 
In this case, we have two responses of this kind, first by Mattia (A:H sÌ; “o:h yes,” line 9) and 
then by Furio (A:H giUsto è vEro; “o:h right that’s true,” line 11), who was in the process of 
moving Mattia’s piece on his behalf (lines 6, 11). Note that Furio’s response conveys an even 
stronger epistemic claim by overtly confirming what Alba has said (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). 
The combination of a change-of-state token with asserting the rightness or veracity of something 
is a distinct way of displaying “just-now recollection” of “something previously known, but 
momentarily forgotten” (Küttner, 2018, p. 118).

01 (0.2) 

02   ENR: +ma te asPETta che quando=
but you wait until

mat +rolls the dice-->

03 =finisci sopra Una poi veDIAmo,
you end up on one of mine and we'll see

04 (0.1)+(0.3)
mat -->+

05   MAT: °hhh ö::h quant'+È;=SETte;
u::h how much is it – seven   

+moves arm/hand toward board-->

06   ALB: sei in [priGIOne     ] cA*ro;
you're in jail dear

fur *touches MAT’s piece-->

07   MAT: [dov'È il mIo;]
where is mine

08 (.)

09   MAT: A:[H+ sÌ;         + ]
o:h yes
-->+retracts hand+

10   ALB: [<<f>sei in priGIO]ne.>= ((to Furio))
you’re in jail

11   FUR: =A:H *g[iUsto è vEro.
o:h right that’s true
-->*

12   MAT: [CIAo [allOra.  ]
never mind then

13   ENR: [avevi lA_] (.) ah NO
you had the oh no

14 non puoi nemmEno rilanCIAre,
you can't even roll again

15   MAT: VA bè. è stato BELlo,
oh well it was fun

16 (.)

17  MAT: ah vedi:, coSÌ non perdo neanche SOLdi;
oh see: this way I'm not losing money either
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What distinguishes (6) from the reminders seen above is the linguistic practice used by the 
enforcer (sei in priGIOne, “you’re in jail”), a factual declarative (Rossi, 2018). By not specifying what 
the transgressor ought (not) to do, foregrounding instead a factual reason for (not) doing it, the 
enforcer relies on the recipient to infer what the problem is, be reminded of the relevant rule, and 
arrive at a solution on his own. A factual declarative, in other words, attributes the transgressor more 
agency than a modal declarative.

There are two more aspects of this case that are worth noting. One is the post-positioned 
address term in Alba’s first version of the reminder for Mattia (sei in priGIOne cAro; “you’re 
in jail dear,” line 6), which contributes to situate and personalize the action (see also (5)). 
Another aspect is that, upon pursuing compliance from another participant—Furio, who has 
touched Mattia’s piece to move it on his behalf (lines 6, 11)—Alba does not modify the 
practice she initially selected to enforce the rule. Instead, she repeats it verbatim, louder, 
without the address term. In so doing, Alba orients to the appropriateness of her reminding 
action in this context. As we will see in the next section, a transgressor’s failure to immediately 
comply with or display understanding of a reminder creates an opportunity for the enforcer to 
expand on and potentially transform the action. But this does not happen here: Alba sticks to 
the same turn design (not even changing the deixis from “you” to “he” even though the 
addressee has changed), thus orienting to Furio’s competence about the rule and autonomy in 
correcting himself.

In sum, we have identified certain distinctive features of reminder sequences that stand in 
contrast with what we find in instructions. First, reminders are designed with a single TCU. 
Whether in the form of a personal deontic declarative (e.g., “you have to roll first”) or a factual 
one (e.g., “you’re in jail”), reminders do not elaborate on why participant A should comply 
with the enforcement. Instead, progressivity is prioritized by both participants, with 
Participant A quickly resolving the issue without seeking elaboration. A reminder treats 
Participant A as competent about the rule being violated. Congruent with this, Participant A 
responds by claiming independent knowledge of the rule and an understanding of the condi-
tions of its violation. This may be accompanied by an acknowledgment of A’s failure to act on 
his or her knowledge.

Taken together, these elements reflect the greater agency attributed to transgressors in 
reminder sequences, in direct contrast with what we saw in instruction sequences. One aspect 
of agency is accountability (Kockelman, 2007). In instruction sequences, it is enforcers who 
account for their intervention; in reminder sequences, it is transgressors who acknowledge 
their failure to follow a rule. Agency also encompasses the formulation and execution of the 
transgressor’s next action following the violation. Whereas in instruction sequences the next 
action is often subordinated to the completion or elaboration of the instruction, in reminder 
sequences it is executed swiftly; and where the enforcer intervenes with only a factual 
description (e.g., “you’re in jail”), the transgressor demonstrates an ability to autonomously 
formulate or “author” (Goffman, 1981) the solution to the problem. Finally, the language of 
reminding lacks the impersonalizing and generalizing features that characterize instructions as 
transcending the present situation. Reminders are firmly anchored in the here and now, 
including in the way they are addressed to and made relevant for the transgressor specifically, 
at that moment.

Negotiating the terms of rule enforcement

In this section, we build on what we have learned about enforcing rules with instructions and 
reminders to examine cases in which the terms of rule enforcement are negotiated between partici-
pants. These cases give us a window into the normativity of instructing and reminding as distinct 
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actions, and into the consequences these actions have for the interaction and for the relation between 
participants, particularly with regard to their respective knowledge and agency in the game. We will 
see that a rule enforcement sequence that begins with a reminder may be contingently expanded in 
light of the transgressor’s response, resulting in a transformation from reminding to instructing and/ 
or a negotiation between the two (7, 8). We will also see that enforcing a rule with an instruction can be 
met with resistance when the action fails to recognize the transgressor’s prior knowledge of the 
rule (9).

The first case is from another game of Settlers of Catan. The extract begins as Samu requests 
confirmation that he can build structures on the board only after rolling the dice (lines 1–2). Although 
the turn is declaratively formatted and ends with ovviaMENte; (“obviously”), he delivers it while 
gazing at Matteo (Stivers & Rossano, 2010), who responds by confirming (line 3). Samu then produces 
a sequence-closing third (eh CERto, “well of course”) that treats the answer to his earlier question as 
self-evident. In this question-answer sequence (lines 1–5), then, Samu displays an ambivalent epis-
temic stance about the rules of the game, at once showing and denying uncertainty. A moment later, 
he goes on to make his move, placing a piece on the board to claim the space as a newly built colony 
(lines 7–8). Looking on, Plinio first produces a standalone click (line 10) and then states non PUOi. 
(“you can’t,” line 12). Our focus is on how the rule enforcement sequence develops from this point 
onward. 

(7) PECII_IT_Game_20151030 (Italian)

01   SAM: io pOsso costruIre DO:po,= 
I can build after

02 =solo +dOpo che ho lanciato i dAdi ovviaMENte;+ 
only after having rolled the dice obviously

+gazes at MAT---------------------------+

03   MAT: SÌ. 
yes

04 (.) 

05   SAM: eh CERto, 
PTC sure
well of course

06 (0.5) 

07 +infAtti mi farò una colonia anch'Io               + 
and so I too am going to build myself a colony

+selects cards from hand and puts them on the stack+

08 +puntando sull'OT*to.                  
aiming for number eight

+takes and places game piece on board-->
pli *tilts head, looks at board more closely-->

09 (1.2)+                     
sam -->+

10   PLI: tsk

11 (0.6)*
-->*

12  PLI: non PUOi.
not can.2SG
you can’t
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Plinio’s intervention is initially designed as a reminder: After anticipating his objection to Samu’s 
move with a standalone alveolar click (Ogden, 2020), he produces a single TCU with a minimal 
personal deontic statement (non PUOi. “you can’t”). As we saw in the previous section, rule enforce-
ments of this kind make it possible for the transgressor to quickly remedy the violation based on his or 
her recollection of the relevant rule, and to demonstrate or claim independent knowledge of it as he or 
she does so.

Samu’s response here, however, departs from the kinds of uptakes examined in the previous 
section. What he says (non POSso metterla lì VEro; “I can’t put it there can I”) contains a repetition 
of Plinio’s statement with deictic shifts (non POSso, “I can’t”) and the addition of what Plinio has left 
implicit (metterla lì, “put it there”), followed by the turn-final tag VEro;, lit. “true,” roughly “can I” in 
this context. Although the modified repeat claims some epistemic authority over what Plinio has told 
him (Stivers, 2005), the turn as a whole invites confirmation and elaboration. This sets in motion a 
transformation of the intervention from reminding to instructing.

Plinio first confirms Samu’s modified repetition (NO_ “no,” line 15) and then immediately 
proceeds to explain why Samu cannot build a colony there (questi DUe hanno monopolizzAto la: 

13   SAM: non POS+so metterla lì VEro;
not can.1SG put-INF=3SG.ACC there PTC
I can’t put it there can I

sam +removes piece from board-->

14 (0.2)+(0.5) ((MAT whistles))
-->+

15   PLI: N[O_
no

16   MAT: [°hh [Δdev’ESsere una:_
it must be one:

Δpoints to pieces on board-->

17   PLI: [*questi DUe hanno monoΔpolizzAtΔo la*: CO*sa.=
these two have monopolized the: thing

*points to pieces on board----------*,,,,*
mat -->Δ,,,,,,,,Δ

18 =non si puÒ:_ 
it’s not allowed to:

19   SAM: A:H è VEro;     (.) manNAGgia:;
o:h that’s true     da:mn

20   MAT: °hh se fai una coΔLOnia 
if you’re going to build a colony

Δpoints to space on board-->

21 puoi metterla solo [ΔQUA.Δ
you can only put it here

-->Δ----Δ,,,-->

22   SAM: [E:H per FOΔ:Rza,
yeah it’s necessarily so

mat -->,,,Δ

23 +è proprio quello che faRÒ.             
that‘s exactly what I’m going to do

+takes piece again and places it on board-->>
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COsa., “these two have monopolized the: thing,” line 17). In overlap with this, Matteo too begins to 
explain (dev’ESsere una:_, “it must be one:,” line 16) but abandons the turn in favor of Plinio’s. Plinio 
subsequently extends his turn with another TCU (=non si puÒ:_, “it’s not allowed to:”), which is left 
incomplete. Note that both Plinio and Matteo use impersonalizing language here—“it must be one,” 
“it’s not allowed to”—as is typical of instructions.

At this point, Samu responds by claiming recollection and independent access to the rule (A:H è 
VEro, “o:h that’s true,” line 19), thus recasting his position as more knowledgeable. A moment later, 
however, he also treats the constraint on his move as both unfortunate and unexpected (manNAGgia:; 
“da:mn”). The sequence continues with Matteo further instructing Samu on what his options are, 
using a conditional construction (see also (1)) (“if you’re going to build a colony you can only put it 
here,” lines 20–21). In the closing of the sequence, Samu once again claims independent access to what 
has been just explained to him (E:H per FO:Rza, “yeah it’s necessarily so,” line 22) as well as autonomy 
in determining what his next move is going to be (è proprio quello che faRÒ. “that’s exactly what I’m 
going to do,” line 23).

In sum, the complex development of this case shows that the transgressor’s response to the 
enforcer’s reminder is sometimes a turning point for the sequence to be expanded and for the 
intervention to be transformed into an instruction. At the same time, we also see that the terms of a 
rule enforcement may continue to be negotiated by players as the sequence unfolds, with the 
transgressor shifting between a position of epistemic subordination and one of greater epistemic 
authority and agentivity.

Consider another case. Gioia, Sandro, Angelo, and Milo are playing a game of Ticket to Ride, in 
which the goal is to build railroad routes between cities on a map. When the extract begins, Gioia is 
talking through her move, announcing that she will build a railroad section by placing a piece on the 
board (lines 1–6) and handing a card over to Angelo for this purpose (lines 6–8). Gioia then anticipates 
continuing her turn with another move (“and then,” line 9) but gets interrupted by Sandro (“that’s it,” 
line 11). This is where the focal sequence begins. 

(8) PECII_IT_Game2_20180325_Ticket (Italian)

01 GIO: alLOra. io p- (-) piazzeRÒ.
so I’ll p- (-) I’ll place

02 (0.6)+(1.0)          
+points to board-->

03 +questa +ROSsa?
this red one

+,,,,,,,+

04 MIL: mm HM?=
mm hm?

05 ANG: =(lo pia-) la piazza+RAi?
=(you’ll p-) you’ll place it?

gio +places piece-->

06 (0.5)
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07 GIO: CHE+CK_ +(.) MH?
check        mh
-->+    +holds card out toward ANG-->

08 (0.3)+*(0.5)
-->+

ang *takes card-->>

09 GIO: °hh +e PO:i:?
and the:n:

+picks up and holds cards in left hand-->>

10 (0.5)

11 SAN: BASta.
suffice-3SG
that’s it

12 GIO: +NO.%
no

+points to board with right hand-->
%turns to SAN-->

13 SAN: n[on PUOi.] (.) uno alla VOLta.]
you can’t       one at a time

14 GIO: [ C%Ome; ]
how
how come

-->%makes astonished face-->

15 ANG: [        E:::H% adE:s;      ]
PTC    now
we:::ll no:w

gio -->%gazes over at ANG-->

16 (.)

17 ANG: no NO,
no no

18 GIO: [((laugh))%
-->%

19 MIL: [<<singing>Uno al+la [VOL[ta>       
one at a time

gio -->+puts cards back down emphatically-->

20   SAN: [tocca a [TE [mIlo_
it’s your turn Milo

21   GIO: [<<:-)>CO+:me.>
how
how come

-->+

22   ANG: eh SÌ:,
PTC yes
well yeah

23 (0.8)

24   GIO: è in un’aZIOne:?
it’s within an action

25   ANG: ts ts ts ts ((clicks conveying negation/disapproval))

26   MIL: E::::::[:::: :::::: ((turns into singing))
and::::::::::::::::
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As in the previous case, Participant B’s intervention is initially designed as a reminder, consisting of a 
single TCU (BASta. “that’s it”), in this case, a minimal description of the fact that Participant A has 
exhausted her turn. Sandro subsequently adds to the reminder contingent on Gioia’s responses. Her 
first response (NO. “no”) may have been intended as a negative answer—treating Sandro’s BASta. 
(“that’s it”) as a question—or it may have been intended as an objection to Sandro’s attempt to halt her 
move. Regardless, Sandro follows up by saying non PUOi. (“you can’t,” line 13), and Gioia goes on to 
question the grounds on which her move is being halted (COme; “how come,” line 14) with an 
astonished face (open mouth and slightly raised eyebrows). At this point, Sandro adds an explanation 
for why Gioia’s turn is over: She can build railroad segments only uno alla VOLta. (“one at a time,” 
line 13).

So, in (8) as in (7), we see the gradual expansion of a reminder into an instruction, 
contingent on the transgressor’s response to the intervention. At the same time, we also see 
participants taking competing stances as to the transgressor’s competence and accountability 
for violating the rule. On one hand, Gioia pursues her challenge not only to Sandro’s 
enforcement (≪:-)>CO:me.>, “how come,” è in un’aZIOne:? “it’s within an action,” lines 21, 
24) but also to the rule itself (che PIZza. “what a drag,” chi È che ha fatto sta REgola; “who 
made this rule,” lines 27, 29), although these later comments also convey her resignation and 
previous unawareness of the rule.

On the other hand, from the moment Gioia begins to object to Sandro’s intervention (line 
12), Angelo takes a different and more critical stance toward her. Instead of aligning with 
Sandro’s shift toward instructing Gioia (e.g., by confirming or adding to Sandro’s explanation), 
Angelo pushes back on her objection, conveying that she should know better (E:::H adE:s; 
“we:::ll no:w,” no NO, “no no,” lines 15, 17). Angelo maintains this critical stance through the 
rest of the interaction: He responds to Gioia’s subsequent ≪:-)>CO:me.> (“how come,” line 
21) with an eh-prefaced SÌ:; (roughly “well yeah”) and then rejects her contention that the 
disallowed move was within the same “action” (line 24) with a dismissive series of clicks 
expressing negation and/or disapproval (line 25). In sum, the negotiation that follows Sandro’s 
intervention reveals a tension between the extent to which Gioia should be treated as a less 
knowledgeable player who needs instructing and the extent to which she is, in fact, a 
sufficiently competent player who should know better.

In a last case, we see Participant A resisting Participant B’s instruction, demonstrating the 
implications instructing has for a player’s knowledge and agency. The case is from the same 
game of Settlers of Catan seen in (1). In the focal sequence, Karl enforces a rule being violated 
by Gabriel with an instruction (lines 12–13). In response, Gabriel pushes back against the 
instruction by asserting both independent knowledge of the rule and control over his next 
move.

27   GIO: [che PIZza.
what a drag

28 (3.0)

29 chi È che ha fatto sta REgola;
who made this rule
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(9) PECII_DE_Game2_20151113 (German)

01   GAB: *aiaiaiaiai (ey/äh) [wo bau ich denn] jetzt hin,
where do I build then

*raises hand behind head-->

02   LAU: [äh:m           ]
uh:m

03 (0.3)

04   GAB: to:ll*
great

-->*

05 Δ(1.5) Δ
jul ΔlaughsΔ

06   GAB: ts-

07 (2.0)

08 ich darf-
I am allowed to

09 a:h: (0.5) *okay;
o:h:       okay

*puts piece on board-->

10 (0.2)
-->places piece on position-->

11   GAB: also ich* werde auf jeden fall NICH die (längst/nächst)=
in any case I won’t have the (longest/next)      

-->*

12   KAR: =ä:h das +das GEHT nIch,
ä:h this this is not possible

+points across the board-->

13 ä*h [du musst immer ZWEI    ab*stand (halten),=geNAU;* ]
you.SG must.2SG always two distance hold.INF

äh you must always maintain a distance of two=exactly
gab *picks piece back up, holds it over game board------*

14   GAB: [das geht nich, AH ich muss zwEI abstand haben,=ne,]
this is not possible AH I must hold a distance of two=no?

15 (0.3) 

16 *jaja hier_s *(aber) oKE-
yesyes here is okay (though)

*repositions game piece*

17 (0.7) 

18  GAB: (dich hol ich lieber hier hin,)
(I’ll take you here)

19 (0.6)

20  GAB: und (.) ähm ich darf ZWEI setzen-=ne,
and   uhm I’m allowed to put two right

21 (0.8)

22   KAR: du: DARFST zwei sE[:tz:en] *richtig- *
you’re allowed to put two right

gab *places piece*

23   JUL: [genau-]
exactly
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When the extract begins, Gabriel is wondering where to place his game piece (line 1). As he finally puts 
it on the board (lines 9–10), Karl intervenes by saying =äh das das GEHT nich; (“this is not possible,” 
line 12), pointing across the board to Gabriel’s piece. The impersonal deontic design of this first TCU 
already indicates the instructional character of Karl’s action. Before its completion, Gabriel picks the 
piece back up (line 13) and, during Karl’s second TCU, begins to reposition it (lines 13–16). In his 
second TCU, Karl spells out the relevant rule: äh du musst immer ZWEI abstand (halten); (“you must 
always maintain a distance of two”), with the generalizing adverb immer (“always”) adding to the 
features that mark his action as an instruction.

In overlap with this, however, Gabriel asserts independent knowledge of the rule and under-
standing of the situation: das geht nich, AH ich muss zwEI abstand haben,=ne, (“this is not possible 
AH I must hold a distance of two=no?” line 14). The question tag ne (“no?”) invites a response, which 
Karl latches onto the second part of his overlapping turn (=geNAU; “exactly,” line 13; Oloff, 2017).

Rather than dropping out of the overlap and displaying recipiency to Karl’s instruction (cf. (3)), Gabriel 
positions himself as knowing what was wrong with his move, formulating the rule almost simultaneously as 
Karl. A moment later, Gabriel says jaja hier’s (aber) oKE- (“yesyes here is okay (though),” line 16). The turn- 
initial jaja (“yesyes”) (Barth-Weingarten, 2011) is another indication of Gabriel’s resistance to Karl’s 
instruction, whereas the statement “here is okay (though)” shows his ability to evaluate the appropriateness 
of his next move. Although his subsequent turn (line 20) invites a response with the tag ne (“no?”), it also 
displays understanding of another rule (“I’m allowed to put two”), to which Karl responds, once again, by 
contending with Gabriel’s claim of epistemic authority (“you’re allowed to put two right”; Heritage & 
Raymond, 2012).

To sum up, the cases examined in this section show that players may take competing stances as to the 
transgressor’s knowledge of the rules, and whether he or she should be instructed or reminded. In (7) and 
(8), the enforcer shifts from reminding to instructing contingent on the transgressor’s response to the 
intervention, which has indicated a need for explanation. At the same time, the extent of the transgressor’s 
knowledge and agency continue to be renegotiated in the rest of the sequence. In (9), we see a reverse 
scenario in which the enforcer intervenes with an instruction but the transgressor resists it, claiming greater 
knowledge and agency than implicated by the enforcer’s action. By producing an instruction, the enforcer 
has cast the transgressor as less knowledgeable than he actually demonstrates to be.

Conclusion

Whether on the road, at the dinner table, or during a game, people monitor one another’s behavior for 
conformity to local rules and may take action to rectify violations. In this study, we have examined two 
ways in which rules are enforced during play: instructions and reminders. Building on prior research, we 
identify instructions as actions produced to rectify violations based on a lack of knowledge of the relevant 
rule, which the instruction is designed to impart. By contrast, the actions we refer to as reminders are 
designed to enforce rules presupposing the transgressor’s competence and treating the violation as the 
result of forgetfulness or oversight. We have shown that instructing and reminding actions differ in turn 
design, sequential development, the epistemic stances taken by transgressors and enforcers, and in how 
the action affects the progressivity of the interaction. These features are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Main Features of Instruction and Reminder Sequences.

Instructing Reminding

Turn construction Multiple TCUs/turns Single TCU
Turn design Impersonalizing and generalizing features, including 

impersonal deontic declaratives, conditional 
constructions, generic “you,” indefinite reference, 
temporal adverbs (e.g., “always”).

Personalizing and particularizing features: personal 
deontic declaratives, factual declaratives, address 
terms, gazing and/or gesturing at Participant A.

Epistemics Participant A is treated as lacking knowledge of the 
rule (K–), while Participant B displays such 
knowledge (K+).

Both participants demonstrate or claim knowledge of 
the rule (K+), but Participant A appears to have 
momentarily forgotten about it.

Progressivity Delayed Prioritized
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Enforcing a rule with an instruction or a reminder is sensitive to another player’s knowledge and 
agency within a game. Instructions attribute violations to a lack of knowledge of the relevant rule and 
put the onus of explaining its enforcement on Participant B. In line with this, Participant A does not 
respond to the instruction with an account, because the reason for violating the rule is understood to 
be his or her lack of knowledge. In reminder sequences, on the other hand, accountability lies with 
Participant A. When Participant A responds to a reminder by claiming knowledge of the rule he or she 
has violated, the implication is that he or she has failed to act on it, which may be explicitly 
acknowledged.

The relation between knowledge and agency is further manifested when reminders are designed 
with minimal personal deontic declaratives (e.g., “you can’t”) or factual ones (e.g., “you’re in jail”). By 
not specifying what ought (not) to be done (e.g., “you can’t move in this turn”), the enforcer relies on 
the transgressor’s ability to infer what the problem is and autonomously determine its solution. For 
their part, transgressors can display agency by acting swiftly to remedy the violation or otherwise 
asserting control over their next move. This stands in contrast with transgressors waiting for the 
enforcer to complete or elaborate on an instruction.

Furthermore, we have shown that the distinction between instructing and reminding is normative, 
especially as it relates to epistemics. Enforcing rules with an instruction or a reminder is governed by a 
more “general rule that provides that one should not tell one’s co-participants what one takes it they 
already know” (Sacks, 1973, p. 139). The interactional consequences of this come to the fore in cases 
like (9), in which the transgressor resists being instructed, claiming greater knowledge of the rules than 
implicated by the enforcer. But the same principle can be seen in operation in cases like (7) and (8), 
where the enforcer intervenes with a reminder and only gradually shifts to an instruction contingent 
on the transgressor’s uptake.

We suggest that the distinction between instructing and reminding is not limited to games but 
extends to other activities governed by codified rules (e.g., driving). More generally, the socio- 
interactional import of instructing versus reminding is likely to be relevant in any context in which 
the way people monitor one another’s behavior for conformity to rules is sensitive to differentials in 
knowledge and agency.
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